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How many tmes has it happened to you that it started to rain out of the blue while you didn’t have
an umbrella? Or that you had an important rendez-vous and you arrived wet from head to toe? At this
point, we’ve all thought about how we could have goten less wet, for example by changing our speed.
Hence, we decided to look for a mathematcal answer to this problem, startng by answering the queston:
is it beter to walk or to run when it rains?

This artcle is a part of the presentaton made in Iași MATh.en.JEANS congress about the problem
“it’s raining! Is it beter to walk or to run?”, a group work between the Lycée Stendhal of Milano and the
Liceo Bruni of Padova. It shows the mathematcal physical aspect. Others aspects as the probabilistc point
of view or from the droplet point of view are not described in this artcle.

PRACTICAL SIMULATION

First of all, we analyzed the situaton from a general point of view by creatng an algorithm that calculates
the number of droplets that touches a person depending on the intensity of the rain (we considered for the
algorithm a windless rain) and on the speed of the person. This enabled us to have experimentally an idea
about what the conclusion could be and how the quantty of water changed. The conclusion that we could
draw was that the more the speed of the person increased, the less the person was getng wet.

Video of the algorithm†

This video shows the functoning of the algorithm. The red rectangle represents a person and the blue dots
represent the droplets of rain. The algorithm calculates the number of droplets (the number appears at the
botom lef) that touch the person when the person goes from one side to another. It also permits to
simulate diferent situatons, for example by changing the speed of the person or the intensity of the rain.
In the video, we increased each tme the speed of the rectangle. We can see that the number of droplets
decreases.

† Video available on Vimeo: htps://vimeo.com/573627983
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MODELLING PROCESS

Later, we decided to take into consideraton the case when the rain is subject to a constant frontal wind (1).
We chose to represent mathematcally the person as a 3D fgure with a prism and the rain as the vector

v⃗ r  This vector v⃗r has two elements. First, a vertcal component which represents the rain falling

vertcally (we called it v⃗ v ) and second a horizontal one which represents the wind (we called it v⃗w ).

Since we are considering a person who is moving, walking or running, we shall represent this movement by

the vector v⃗ p . We then have:

 v⃗r= v⃗ v+v⃗w−v⃗ p . (2)

 

The person in three dimensions

Representaton of the vector   v⃗r

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT DIFFERENT TYPES OF RAIN

Since there are various types of rain, we decided to take three diferent cases into consideraton: when it is
drizzling, when it rains normally and when it pours. Then we compared informaton coming from diferent
internet sources about the key numbers corresponding to these types of rain and did some measurements
ourselves. We considered that the average volume of a droplet is 0,05  cm3 and that the average surface

of the top of the head is 250  cm2 and of the shoulders is 2×130  cm2 for a total of 510  cm2  for the
upper part of a person. This table shows numbers relatve to a vertcal rain falling in the absence of wind.

According to some weather forecast sites, these are the statstcs related to each case for a person standing
stll in the rain:
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when it is drizzling when it rains when it pours

average quantty of 
rain on 1  cm2 each 
second

0,025 L 0,1 L 0,25  L

average quantty of 
water touching a 
person each second

1,27×10−3 L 5,08×10−3 L 13,12×10−3 L

number of droplets 
touching the upper 
part of a person each 
second

25 25 260

speed of the droplets 
(when it rains more 
intensely the droplets 
fall quicker)

2  m/s 6  m/s 9  m/s

number of droplets 
per unit volume (p)

18  droplets/m3/s 78 droplets/m3/s 202 droplets/m3/s

THE CALCULUS (1): THE UPPER PART OF THE HEAD

When someone goes under the rain, the main parts of the body that are touched are the upper head and
one of the sides of the body (the actual side depends on the wind directon). We decided to calculate
separately the quantty of water that touches the upper part of the head and the quantty of water that
touches the side of the body and then to sum them up.

Regarding the upper part of the head we can summarize the situaton as follows:
 

In one second, the rain goes v r=∥v⃗r∥ meters (3). Hence, each second, the head comes into contact with

a volume V =I×s×a of water.

According to the trigonometric formula, cos (α)=a /vr  i.e. a=cos(α)×v r .  If we come back to the

representaton of the vector v⃗r we can see that cos (α)=v v/v r .  Therefore, if we replace cos(α )

by vv /v r in the frst expression, we have a=v v and so V =I×s×v v .  Then, since the whole prism
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i s not full of water, we need to multply V by the density p. Moreover, we need to multply V by the

exposure tme t=d /v p .

As a consequence, the quantty of water that touches the upper head equals to:
Qhead=I×s×v v×p×d /v p ,

THE CALCULUS (2): THE SIDE OF THE BODY

Regarding the side of the body we can summarize the situaton as follows:
 

The calculus is really similar to the previous one. In fact, we can see that, each second, the body comes into
contact with the volume of water V '=I×h×b .  According to the trigonometric formulae,

∣sin (α)∣=b/v r . If we come back to the representaton of the vector v⃗r we can see that

vw−v p= sin (α)×vr .  Therefore, if we replace ∣sin(α )∣  by b/ vr in the last expression, we have

b=|vw−v p| and so V '= I×h×∣vw−v p∣.  Then, since the whole prism is not full of water, we need

to multply V ' by the density p.  Moreover, we need to multply V ' by the exposure tme t=d /v p .

As a consequence, the quantty of water that touches the side of the body equals to:
Qbody=I×h×|vw−v p|×p×d /v p .

Hence, the quantty of water Q that touches the person is equal to Q=Qhead+Qbody ,

Q= I×s×vv× p×d /v p+ I×h×∣vw−v p∣× p×d / v p

Q= I× p×d (s×v v /v p+h×∣vw−v p∣/v p)
Q= I× p×d (s×v v /v p+∣h×vw/v p−h∣)

                                                                                                               
Despite the obvious simplifcatons we had to make for modeling purposes, this formula shows that the
quantty of water that touches a person is related to the speed of the wind.  Moreover, it is interestng to

see that a person should move as close as possible to wind’s speed, in order to eliminate Qbody  (4):

indeed, when v p=vw , Q body is equal to 0. This means that you should adapt your speed to the

situaton, therefore the only thing that is needed not to get too wet is adaptability and a portable
anemometer in your pocket – bear in mind though that an umbrella might be cheaper.
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COMPLEMENT ABOUT Q

Average human shoulder width for a man s=41cm (from: htps://www.healthline.com/health/average-
shoulder-width).
Average human height for a man h=171cm (from: htps://ourworldindata.org/human-height).
So,  s /h≈0,24. 

We considered 3 cases for vv (2 m/s, 6 m/s and 9 m/s), depending on the speed of the rain.
Let’s take the “pouring” example (so the one with the highest vv ):

If  
vw

vv

< s
h

, then  vw<
s
h
×vv (since vv is always positve)

Therefore, vw<0,24×9<2,2m/s≈7,9km/h

If we consider the other cases, we get:
- In the “drizzling” case: vw<0,24×2= 0,48m/s≈1,7km/h

- In the “raining” case: vw<0,24×6<1,4m/s≈5km/h

As we can see in the “Natonal Weather Service” chart, this kind of wind speed is, even at its maximum,
considered almost insignifcant (and 7,9 km/h was obtained with the highest vv: the “drizzling” example
gives us 1,7 km/h, which is completely insignifcant) .

Therefore, when
vw

vv

< s
h

, we can return to our frst case, in which, as the algorithm showed us, in absence

of wind the number of droplets decreases when the person’s speed increases.

Hence, we can say that untl vw is “insignifcant”, so inferior to this maximum value that allows
vw

vv

< s
h

 (so,

7,9, 1,7 or 5, depending on the speed at which the droplets are falling), Q is decreasing and the fastest you
run, the least wet you will get.
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As soon as vw gets more “signifcant”, which we can defne as
vw

vv

≥ s
h

, then it allows a minimum (when

vp = vw), which gives you the optmal speed you should move at.

EDITING NOTES
(1) Wind velocity is assumed to be co-linear to the person's movement. It can be oriented in the same directon 
(tail wind – the most interestng case) or in the opposite directon (head wind).

(2) Here, the rain velocity v⃗ r is relatve to the person in moton.

(3)  It will be also noted v v=∥v⃗ v∥ and v p=∥v⃗ p∥. For wind velocity, the horizontal line of the movement 

being oriented according to v⃗ p , we have to let vw=∥v⃗w∥ in case of a tail wind and vw=−∥v⃗w∥ in the 

contrary case, so that ∣vw−v p∣=∥v⃗w−v p ∥ in both cases and then the computaton for the side of the body 

remains correct.
(4) This is not always the case, as stated at the end of the artcle (next secton).

 Indeed, when vp ≤ v w the formula for Q becomes Q= I p d [( s v v+h vw)/v p−h ] and it is clearly a 

decreasing functon of vp , so the minimum on (0, vw ] is taken for  vp = v w.  But for  vp > v w, we have

Q= I p d [( s v v−h vw)/v p+h ] and the directon of variaton depends on the sign of s vv−h vw . If

s vv−h vw ≤ 0, that is vw /vv ≥ s /h , the functon v p→Q is non-decreasing on the interval [ vw , +∞) , so we 

have actually a minimum for  vp = v w . 

On the contrary, if vw /vv<s /h and so s vv−h vw>0, the functon v p→Q is decreasing on (0, +∞) , and 

the person has to move as fast as possible – note that this is always the case if we have a head wind (vw<0).
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